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Abstract 
We present a manifestly Lorentz invariant,  space-time supersymmetric,  and 'K-invariant'  world- 
volume action for all  type II Dirichlet  p-branes, p  ~< 9, in  a general type II supergravity  back- 
ground, including massive backgrounds in the IIA case. The p  = 0, 2 cases are rederived  from 
D  =  11.  The p  =  9  case  provides  a  supersymmetrization of the  D  =  10  Bom-Infeld action. 
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1.  Introduction 
The world-volume actions for p-brane solutions of supersymmetric field theories may 
be  viewed  as  (p +  1)-dimensional  non-linear  sigma-models  with  a  superspace  as  the 
target space,  i.e.  the world-volume fields  ZM(~  :) define a map  W ~  X  from the world- 
volume W with coordinates ~i (i =  0, 1 ..... p)  to a superspace X with coordinates Z M = 
(x"', 0~).  Many p-brahe solutions of supergravity theories do not quite fit this pattern, 
however,  because  their  world-volume  fields  include  vectors  or  antisymmetric  tensors. 
Examples  are  provided  by  the  Ramond-Ramond  (R-R)  p-branes  of ten-dimensional 
(D =  10)  type II supergravity theories. Because these have an interpretation as Dirichlet 
p-branes,  or D-p-branes,  of type II superstring theory  [ 1 ], their bosonic world-volume 
actions  (to  leading  order  in  d)  can  be  computed  by  standard  superstring  methods 
[2-4].  The  world-volume  action  includes  a  1-form  gauge  potential  V,  the  so-called 
Born-Infeld (BI)  field, which couples to the endpoints of type II strings  'on the brane'. 
For reasons explained elsewhere  (see, e.g. Ref.  [5] )  the D  =  10 Lorentz covariant form 
of this action must have a fermionic gauge invariance, usually called  'kappa-symmetry'. 
Given  the  bosonic  D-brane  action,  it  is  not  difficult  to  guess  the  form  of the  super 
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D-brane action, even in a general supergravity background, but the complications due to 
the BI gauge field have so far prevented the construction of the complete x-symmetry 
transformations for general  p,  and  the verification of K-invariance, although a  number 
of partial  results  have  been  obtained.  A  form of the  super  D-2-brane  action  and  its 
K-symmetry transformations,  in  a  Minkowski  background,  was  deduced  from that  of 
the D  =  11  supermembrane by means of IIA/M-theory duality  [6]. More recently, the 
super D-3-brane action  and  its  K-symmetry in  a  general  liB  supergravity background 
has been presented  [7].  Also, an action for general p  in a Minkowski background has 
been  given and  a  strategy for verifying its K-symmetry proposed  [8].  We should also 
mention that  super D-p-brane actions  with simultaneous world-volume and  space-time 
supersymmetry have been found  [9], but the relation to the Green-Schwarz-type action 
considered here has not yet been spelled out. 
Here, we present a Lorentz invariant and supersymmetric world-volume action for all 
type II Dirichlet p-branes, p  ~< 9, in a general type II supergravity background. We also 
give the explicit form of the K-symmetry transformations, which we have fully verified 
in bosonic backgrounds for p  ~< 6 and partially verified for p  >  6. We also show how the 
p  = 0, 2 actions can be obtained from D  =  11. The p  = 0 action is obtained by reduction 
of the D  =  11  massless superparticle.  The p  = 2  action is obtained by reduction of the 
D  =  11  supermembrane action, followed by a scalar/vector duality transformation, as in 
[6]  but incorporating the results of [ 10,11]  so as to arrive at the standard Born-Infeld 
form of the action. The K-symmetry transformations of the super D-2-brane action can 
also be deduced  from D  =  11,  but the form of these transformations do not obviously 
generalize  to  higher  p.  A  redefinition  of the  K-symmetry parameter  is  needed  to  put 
them in the form used in this paper. 
Although  the  focus  of this  paper is  on  the  D-p-branes for p  <~  8,  our main  result 
applies equally when p  = 9. This special case is equivalent to a supersymmetrization of 
the D  =  10 Born-Infeld action, which was only partially known previously [ 12]. Thus, 
subject  to a  full  verification of K-symmetry for p  = 9,  this problem is now solved, at 
least  in  principle.  A  curious  feature  of this  approach to  the  super Born-Infeld action 
is  that  it makes  essential  use of an  11-form superspace field strength,  which  vanishes 
identically  when  restricted  to  space-time!  The  possibility  of  such  superspace  gauge 
fields has been explored in the past  [ 13 ]  and our work provides a nice example of their 
utility. 
The organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows. We first give the super 
D-p-brane action and explain some of the superspace conventions. We then present some 
preliminary results needed  to compute the  K-variation of this action.  We then  perform 
the calculation and verify K-symmetry in detail for p  ~< 6  and partially for p  = 7, 8, 9. 
We  then  rederive  the  p  =  0, 2  results  from known  results  in  D  =  11,  including  the 
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2.  The super D-brahe action 
147 
Our proposed super D-brane action, in a general  N  = 2 supergravity background,  (for 
the string-frame metric)  takes the form 
I  = IDBI +  IWZ,  (2.1) 
where 
IDBx = -  /  dP+l( e-¢ v/-  det(gij + ~'ij)  (2.2) 
is a  Dirac-Born-Infeld type action and lwz  is a Wess-Zumino  (WZ)  type action to be 
discussed  below; .~,-j are the components of a  'modified' 2-form field strength 
U  = F-  B,  (2,3) 
where F  = dV is the usual field strength 2-form of the BI field  V and B  is the pullback 
to the world-volume of a  2-form potential  B  on superspace,  whose leading component 
in a  0-expansion  is the 2-form potential of Neveu-Schwarz/Neveu-Schwarz  (NS-NS) 
origin  in  type II superstring  theory.  We  use  the  same  letter  for superspace  forms and 
their pullbacks  to the world-volume since it should be clear from the context which  is 
meant.  Superspace  forms may be expanded on the coordinate basis of 1-forms dZ M or 
on  the inertial  frame  basis  E A =  dZMEM A,  where  EM A  is the supervielbein.  The basis 
E A  decomposes  under the  action  of the Lorentz group into a  Lorentz vector E a  and  a 
Lorentz spinor. The latter is a  32-component Majorana spinor for IIA superspace  and a 
pair of chiral Majorana  spinors for IIB superspace.  Thus 
(U', E '~)  (IIA) 
E A =  (2.4) 
(E~,E ~1)  1=1,2  (IIB) 
In the  IIB case  we  still  allow  a  to run  from  1 to 32  but include a  chiral projector  as 
appropriate.  The  world-volume metric gij  appearing  in  (2.2)  is defined  in the standard 
way as 
g~i = E~ E~rI~b ,  (2.5) 
where r/  is the  D  =  10 Minkowski metric and 
E A = oiZMEM A .  (2.6) 
Thus  IDBI is  a  straightforward extension  to superspace  of the corresponding term  in 
the  bosonic action.  The  same  is  true  for the WZ  term  except  for one  new  feature  of 
relevance  to  the  9-brane.  We  introduce a  R-R potential  C  as  a  formal  sum  of r-form 
superspace  potentials  C (r),  i.e. 
I0 
C  =  Z  C(r) "  (2.7) 
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The even potentials are those of IIB supergravity while the odd ones  are those of IIA 
supergravity.  In  the  bosonic  case  one  could  omit  the  10-form gauge  potential  C (1°) 
on  the grounds that its  11-form field strength is identically zero.  But an  11-form field 
strength  on  superspace  is  not  identically zero;  in  fact we  shall  see  that  it is non-zero 
even in a Minkowski background, a  fact that is crucial to the K-symmetry of the super 
9-brane action. 
The WZ term can now be written as  [3,4,14,15] 
Iwz = :  C e ~  +  mlcs,  (2.8) 
./ 
w 
where,  in  the  first term, the product is understood to be the exterior product of forms 
and the form of appropriate degree is chosen in the  'form expansion' of the integrand, 
i.e.  (p +  1 )  for a D-p-brane. The Ics term is a  (p +  1)-form Chern-Simons (CS)  action 
that  is present  (for odd p)  in  a  massive  IIA background;  its coefficient m  is  the IIA 
mass parameter. This WZ term is formally the same as the known bosonic D-brane WZ 
action, but here the forms C (r)  and B  are taken to be forms on superspace, e.g. 
C (r) = LdZMI...  dzMrCMr...Ml  ,  (2.9) 
r! 
This illustrates the standard normalization and the 'reverse order' convention for compo- 
nents of superspace forms. This convention goes hand in hand  with the convention for 
exterior differentiation of superspace forms in  which  the exterior derivative acts  'from 
the right'. Thus, 
dC(r )  1  MI  = ~dZ  ...  dZMrdZNcgNCMr...M~  .  (2.10) 
As explained in  [ 15], the field strength for the RR field C  is 
R(C)  = dC -  HC +me  B,  (2.11) 
where  m  is the mass parameter of the IIA theory.  R(C)  can  be written as the  formal 
sum 
11 
R(C)  = E  R (n) .  (2.12) 
n=l 
Note  that  the  top  form  is  an  ll-form because  we  included  a  10-form  C (1°)  in  the 
definition of C. The field strengths R (n)  will be subject to superspace constraints, to be 
given below  for bosonic backgrounds,  in  addition  to the  constraint described  in  [ 15] 
relating the bosonic components of R (n)  to the Hodge dual of the bosonic components 
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3.  K-symmetry  preliminaries 
Given variations ~Z g  of the world-volume fields Z M,  we define 
~E A =  ~ZM EM A , 
(~'~B A  =  8zM  f2M B a  ,  (3.1) 
where  /2 is the connection on the tangent bundle of superspace.  As usual,  we take the 
structure group of the tangent bundle to be the Lorentz group so that, in particular, 
&,~  =/2z,, = 0, 
/2~"  =/2(h"r/c)a = 0.  (3.2) 
A  useful  lemma is 
6E  z  = &( aE A)  -  ~E~ ECTcB a  -  EiB C~'2B  a  +  ~EB aiZN /2N B a ,  (3.3) 
where  T A  is the torsion 2-form, i.e.  T A  =  ½E  8  A  ECTBc a.  This corrects a  result quoted 
in  [5,16]  in which the last term was missing. 
The IIA torsion tensor is subject to the constraints  [ 17] 
Tbe" = fi~Xr ,  (3.4) 
where  X  is  a  spinor proportional  to  the  dilatino  of the  supergravity background,  i.e. 
X cx De  [ 18].  The liB torsion tension is subject to the constraints  [19] 
T,,, ~ja = i,Stj (r~'79)a5, 
Tb y K a  b  = fi,,Xrx  (3.5) 
where 7  9  is a chiral projection operator and X I is a pair of chiral spinors, i.e.  79X I = X t. 
A  universal feature of K-symmetry is that 
6~U'  = 0.  (3.6) 
Using this fact in the lemma (3.3), and taking into account the restrictions (3.2)  on the 
form of/2,  we have that 
6,¢gij  =  -- 2E~' 6,,EB E c TcBbrlab •  (3.7) 
Using  (3.6)  again, and the torsion constraints,  we find that 
{ 
-2i~EF]~y(iEi)  -  2gij~E X  (IIA) 
=  (3.8) 
6~gii  -2ifiKEly(iE~)  -  2g~ifi~Et x I  (IIB). 
Here, fi~E and ,3,,E 1 are the spinor components of 6~E A for IIA and IIB, respectively, the 
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E~.  Since all IIB spinors are chiral, the chirality projection operator 7  ~ may be omitted 
in  the  IIB  expression.  We  have  also  suppressed  spinor  indices.  The  matrices  Yi  are 
defined as 
Yi = Ei~ F~ .  (3.9) 
The round brackets enclosing indices indicate symmetrization with 'strength one'; we use 
square brackets for antisymmetrization. We also adopt the convention by which spinor 
indices are raised and lowered with the charge conjugation matrix C, as explained e.g. 
in  [ 16]. Thus F~# are the components of the symmetric matrix formed from the product 
CF  a. 
Another useful  lemma  concerns the variation of a  (p +  1)-form A  induced by the 
variation 8Z M. Defining F(A)  = dA, we have 
1  *  E ap+z  E A2 6E  A' F ( A ) a, Az...ao+2  8A-  (p +  1)__  "'" 
-k--~.d(EAp...EA'~EBABA,...Ap).  (3.10) 
This corrects a result quoted in  [ 16]  in which the total derivative term is missing. An 
application of this result to the NS-NS 2-form B  with field strength H  =dB leads to 
= 2EAEBSECHcsa + d(EASEBBBA).  (3.11)  6B 
One useful piece of information that one learns from the D  =  11 origin of the D-2-brane 
is that 
8KVi = EA6~EaBBA  (3.12) 
So that 
~tc~ij  A  B  = -E[iE~] ~KECHcBA.  (3.13) 
A  feature of this result is that .7" is  'K-covariant' in the sense that its  x-variation does 
not involve derivatives of K, a property that is crucial for K-invariance. 
The IIA superspace constraints on H  are  [ 17] 
H~t~  ~ = 0, 
H~c  = -i(rllr~)~  , 
n~bc = (Fbc()~,  (3.14) 
where (  is another spinor proportional to D~b. The IIB superspace constraints on H  are 
[171 
Hctl [3Jy x  =O , 
Hal [3 Jc  = i( or3) IJ(FaT:~) a[3 , 
Ha 1bc =  (rb~()~.  (3.15) E. Bergshoeff, PK. Townsend~Nuclear  Physics B 490 (1997) 145-162  151 
If these constraints are now used in  (3.13)  we have, for IIA, 
6K.T~,  7 = -2i&~EFI IT[iEj]  + ~xETij(  (3.16) 
and for IIB, 
~ii  = 2islg~KEIyIiEJ]  + (~KEI  Tij( I .  (3.17) 
It remains to give the superspace constraints on the R-R field strengths.  These con- 
straints  imply that  all  components of R (n)  with  more than  two spinor indices  vanish. 
The components  with  no  spinor indices  are unconstrained  apart from the  Hodge dual 
relation between the components of R (n)  and R (l°-m. The components with one spinor 
index are all proportional to the dilatino and hence vanish for bosonic backgrounds. The 
only other  non-vanishing components are those  with precisely two spinor indices;  the 
constraints on these components are needed for verification of ,<-symmetry. They are 
R(,,+2 )  ~ ie-~(Fat...a,,Fll),~/3  (n = 0,4, 8) 
=  (3.18) 
~/3,,, .......  [  ie-~(F,,~...a,, ),~B  (n = 2, 6) 
for the IIA R-R field strengths, while 
RC,+2)  = {  ie-6(Fm...a,,79)~/3(o-l)lJ 
~1/3Jal...a,,  ie_~(Fm...a,,79)~13(io.2)l g 
(n =  1,5,9) 
(n = 3,7) 
(3.19) 
for the IIB R-R field strengths. 
Finally, It is convenient to introduce the matrix 
1  ~,il  ...ice+l~  ,u.  •  Ft0)  =  (p+  1)!~-~-~  ,,,...,,,,+,,,  (3.20) 
which has the properties 
(F(0)) 2 =  (-1) (p-I)(p-2)/2 ,  F(0)yi =  (-1)pyiK(o).  (3.21) 
A  useful  identity involving f(0)  is 
eil""ik'ik~l"'"Jt'+"~jk+,...jp+l  =  (--1)k(k-l)/2(p  +  1 -- k)[~-~--~/il...ik  F(0)  .  (3.22) 
4.  Proof of K-invariance 
We are now in a position to compute the K-variation of the proposed super D-p-brane 
action in a bosonic background. We begin with the variation of the DBI term, for which 
the Lagrangian is 
£OBi =  --e-4' V/- det(g +  .Y').  (4.1) 
Our results for 8K£D~I are essentially the same as those obtained in  [7,8], but we need 
them in our conventions. Using the results of the previous section  for the  K-variations 
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¢3K(gij + 5rq ) = -2i~E[P+ TiEj + P- TjEi] ,  (4.2) 
where P+  are the following projection operators: 
l(1 +  FI1)  IIA 
=  (4.3) 
P+  I ( 1 ::~ 0"  3 )  IIB 
We have here suppressed the 1, J  indices on IIB spinors. It follows that 
~K/~DBI =  --i/~DBI tS~E[(g +  .~)ij~/.ip+  4- (g _  .~)ij,yjP_]Ei  ,  (4.4) 
where (g 4-U)0  is the inverse of (g +  f')q and we have used the fact that 
(g4- U).i; = (g _  5r)q.  (4.5) 
Note that the K-variation of q~ is proportional to the dilatino (as 6~b = t$,¢EaDaq~ and 
6~E"  vanishes)  and the dilatino vanishes in a bosonic background, by definition. 
It will prove convenient to rewrite (4.4)  in terms of the (p +  1)  x  (p 4- 1)  matrix 
xij  = gik f'ki .  (4.6) 
Thus, 
6K/]DBI = --iZ]DBI  8KE{ [(1 4-X)-I]ijTjP+  4- [(1 -x)-l]ijyJP_}Ei.  (4.7) 
Using the fact that 
(1  -[-X) -1  =  (1  -  X2)-l(1  :~X)  (4.8) 
we can rewrite (4.7)  in the alternative form 
~K/~DBI =  --i~DBI 8~ENiEi,  (4.9) 
where 
'  '  .iT  Fll  (IIA)  (4.10) 
[(!--X2)-l]tj'y"  4-  [(1-X2)-Ix]  i  j 
Ni= 
[(1  X2)-l]iiyJ  @12  [(1  X2)-Ix] i  j  -  .  -  -  j~  @  0"3  (IIB) 
We now turn to the x-variation of the WZ term (2.8). Using (3.10)  and (3.13), and 
omitting a surface term, we find (for a bosonic background) that 
8xlwz = [  i,~zR(C)e "T ,  (4.11) 
.J 
w 
where i~zR(C)  indicates a  contraction of the differential form R(C)  with the vector 
field 6,,Z ~, i.e. 
1  E Ae~z  . EA2~E  A1R  (n)  (4.12)  iazR(")  -  (n -  1)~  ""  A1A2...A." 
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we find that 
i  (IIA)  i£.DBI 6K EMp F(o) Ei 
6/:wz =  (4.13) 
i£om ¢3KEM~, io2 ® l'(o)Ei  (IIB) 
where 
i  1  ~2~nl~/t~]lkl...j,,k, Xjlkl...j,,k,~,~(p)  --  X  "~(")  (4.14) 
M(p)  v/det( 1 +  X)  ,---0 
with 
Q(n)  {  (--I'll) n+(p-2)/2  (IIA) 
(P) =  _  (-o-3) "+0-3)/2  (IIB)  (4.15) 
The  infinite  sum  in  (4.14)  is  of course  truncated  automatically  as  soon  as  n  exceeds 
p/2. 
Combining the variations of both the DBI and WZ terms in the action we deduce that 
--/  "  •  .  8,~I =  dP+I~:/~DBI tS,~EKIp)E,  ,  (4.16) 
where 
Kip ) = N i + M~,,) 
with N i and Micp) as given in  (4.10)  and  (4.14),  respectively. 
We still have to specify the spinor variation ~,,E. On general  grounds it must take the 
form 
6,,E = ~( 1 ÷ F),  (4.17) 
where F  is a  matrix  with the properties 
F 2 =  1,  trF = 0.  (4.18) 
For K-symmetry of the D-p-brane  action we require also that 
(1 + F)KIp ) =_ O.  (4.19) 
Given this  identity one could deduce that 
Kit,)  =  (1  -  F)T[p)  (4.20) 
for some matrix Tip),  which would make the  K-symmetry manifest.  This  was the basis 
of  the  strategy  for  proving  K-symmetry  proposed  in  [8],  but  since  it  involves  the 
simultaneous determination of both F  and Tip), we chose instead to determine F  directly 
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Consider the matrix 
1  X  j(n)  F-  x/det(l+X)  _  ~J'k~'"J"knXjlkl...  j,,k,, (p>,  (4.21) 
where 
t (n)  f  (F1])'+(P-2)/2F(o)  (IIA) 
=  (4.22) 
~(P)  [  (--1)n(o'3)n+(p--3)/2ior  2 @ /'(0)  (liB) 
Clearly, F  thus defined has vanishing trace and, for a given value of p, standard gamma 
matrix algebra  suffices to establish that  F 2 =  1;  we have verified this  for p  ~< 6.  We 
now claim that this matrix F  is also such that (4.19)  is true. To establish this, we begin 
by separating those terms on the left-hand side of (4.19)  with a factor of v/det( 1 +  X) 
from those terms without this factor. The former cancel straightforwardly, the only subtle 
point being that for even p  the following identity is needed: 
xi[.iXk~k2  • • • Xkj,_~kp~  =-- O .  (4.23) 
The cancellation of the terms without a factor of x/det( 1 +  X)  is more involved. Firstly, 
we may separate these  terms into four distinct matrix structures according to  whether 
there is a factor of F(0)  and/or a factor of Fll, in the IIA case, and 0°3 in the IIB case 
(possibly after multiplication by O'l  or 002). Each of these subcalculations involves the 
reduction of a  sum of products of an odd number of y  matrices to the form 
OO 
~A i  "  "  (X)  ,yjl --.j2k+l  (,)S,..-S2k+l  ,  (4.24) 
n--0 
where  the  coefficients  A(n)  are  polynomials in  the  entries  of  X.  The  validity of the 
identity  (4.19)  requires  that  A(n)  vanish unless  n  =  0.  Using  straightforward gamma- 
matrix algebra we have verified in detail for p  ~< 6 that this condition is indeed satisfied. 
The verification of K-symmetry is thereby reduced to establishing a relation of the form 
det(1 +  X)3/ =  A}o)j(X)T j  ,  (4.25) 
where A(0)  is the matrix with entries  A}o)j.  Equivalently, 
A(0)(X)  = det( 1 ÷  X)I,  (4.26) 
where  1 is the  (p +  1)  x  (p +  1)  identity matrix. One also requires  a relation similar 
to  (4.25)  in which the left-hand side  involves  xij'~ j  instead of 7 i, but this turns out to 
be an immediate consequence of (4.25). 
The left-hand side of (4.26)  is a polynomial in the matrix X,  so the validity of the 
relation clearly requires that X  satisfy some polynomial identity. The identities satisfied 
by the  (p +  1 )  x  (p ÷  1 )  matrix X can be obtained as follows. Let us suppose that X 
satisfies the identity  Pp+l(X)  =  0,  where  Pp+l  is a  (p +  1)th order polynomial; then 
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Pp+I(X)X  p  =  1,3,5,7,9 
e,,+2 =  1  (4.27) 
PF+j(X)X  (p +  2) tr(Pp+l (X)X)  p  = 2,4,6,8. 
Thus all polynomial identities follow from the p  =  1 identity for which 
P2 (X)  = X 2 -  ltrx2.  (4.28) 
For example,  for p  = 4 one has  Ps(X)  =  O, where 
Ps(X)  = Xs -1X3trX2  +  ~X(trX2)2-  ~X(trX4)  .  (4.29) 
Using these identities,  we have verified for p  ~< 6 that A~o)(X)  is indeed proportional 
to  the  identity  matrix,  and  then  that  the  coefficient  of proportionality  is  indeed  just 
det( 1 +  X). For this final step one needs the expansion of the determinant.  Since p  ~  9 
this expansion  is never needed to beyond the X l° level.  We record here the expansion 
to this level: 
1214-  ~ (trX2) 2  1  6~trX +  ~trX2trX 4  det(1 +  X) = 1 -  ~trX  ~trX  + 
l  (trX2)3 -  ~trX8 +  ltrx2trX6  +  ~2 (trX4)2 -  ~2 trX4(trX2)2 
48 
+ 4.-~24 (trX2) 4 -  ltrx|°  +  ltrx2trX8  +  2-~trX4trX6 
418 trX6 (trX2) 2 -  ~4 trX2(trX4) 2 +  4T~25  trX4(trX2) 3 
1  (trX2) 5 +  0(X12).  (4.30) 
5!25 
5.  The super D-0-brane from D  =  II 
We now rederive the super D-0-brane action and its x-transformations  from D  =  1 I. 
We start with the massless  D  =  11  superparticle,  for which the action is 
f  1 /~  . L  (5.1)  I=  -  dt2---  ~  t  , 
where b  is an  independent  world-line density and  the hats  indicate  D  =  11  quantities. 
This action is invariant under the x-transformations 
8~E~ = ~'tk,  8~  = 2ib(kEt)  ,  (5.2) 
where k(t)  is a D  =  11  spinor parameter and "Yt = J~F,~.  The dimensional  reduction to 
D  =  10 string-frame fields of the D  =  11 background fields is achieved by adopting the 
notation dx ~  = (dx', dy),  ~  =  (/~a,/~ll)  and then taking the supervielbein to be such 
that 156 
j~ya m_0,  j~yll 
~m It =e}~CM , 
We also choose 
]~M °t  =  EM a  . 
It then follows that 
P.t  a = e- }4~ Et a  , 
p.,ll = e~(p  +  Ct)  , 
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=e 
^  1 
EM a = e-lC~EM a .  (5.3) 
(5.4) 
where Ct =  ZMCM.  It is convenient to define a  new world-line density v by 
v = e}¢~.  (5.5) 
With  this  notation,  and  in  this  Kaluza-Klein  (KK)  background, the  D  =  11  massless 
0-brane Lagrangian is 
L =  -~vEt  -  e2~(:9 +  Cr) 2 .  (5.6) 
We remark  that 8~/~ 11  =  0  implies  that  8~y =  --8~ZMCM,  SO that  (Y +  Ct)  transforms 
'covariantly' under K-symmetry, i.e.  without time derivatives of K. The Euler-Lagrange 
equations  of this Lagrangian allow the solution 
(9 +  C,)  = i.te-2~v  (5.7) 
for arbitrary  constant  /z  (which  has  dimensions  of mass).  This  equation  can  then  be 
used  to  eliminate  p  from  the  remaining  field  equations,  which  thereby  acquire  a  /.t- 
dependence.  It is important to appreciate that these equations are not the same as those 
found  by  first  substituting  for  p  in  (5.6)  and  then  varying  with  respect  to  Z M.  This 
subtlety  has  been  addressed  elsewhere  in  a  different context  [20].  It will  suffice here 
to state  that the  substitution is  permissible  if one first adds to the Lagrangian the total 
derivative/zp. 1  One then finds the new Lagrangian 
L  = -~-~vEtl  2 +  ~/z2ve-2¢,  -  tzz.MCM.  (5.8) 
Elimination of the auxiliary variable v then yields the action 
,  +  .'..)  (5.9) 
which is the D-0-brane action with mass/z (set to unity previously) in a IIA supergravity 
background with mass parameter  m  set to zero. The non-vanishing x-variations are 
i An alternative procedure is to rewrite the action in Hamiltonian form and then set Py =/z, where Py is the 
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~E  ~  8/~  a  '  '  (5.10)  + e-~izvFlj )4  =  = k(e-~d'yt 
Now  Yt  =  ~F(0),  and  the  equation  for  v  is  #v  =  e'~ -~/L--~t  2,  so  defining  a  new 
parameter  K by 
1  l  ^ 
K =  __  e-~4'F(o)K,  (5.1 l ) 
we find that 
6E" =  go(1 +  F(0)Fll) °' ,  (5.12) 
which is precisely  the p  = 0  case of the K-symmetry transformation derived earlier  for 
the general  D-p-brahe. 
We  learn  from  this  exercise  that  the  D-0-brane  action  is  invariant  under  the  K- 
symmetry  transformation  (5.12)  for general  backgrounds,  i.e.  including  fermions,  be- 
cause  the  D  =  11  particle  action  was.  This  can  be  checked  directly;  imposing  the 
constraint 
R(2)  = e-ea ( Fa() ~  (5.13)  a,B 
for some spinor (, one finds that the action (5.9)  is K-symmetric in a general background 
it" 
X =  -D~  +  Fl z(,  (5.14) 
where X  is the fermion field appearing in the torsion constraints  (3.4).  One might have 
expected  K-symmetry to  fix  both X  and  (  in  terms  of the  dilatino  D~b;  the additional 
freedom  arises  because  of the  freedom  in  the  choice of the  'conventional'  superspace 
constraints.  The usual  choice in D  =  11  is Taft  = 0, and  this corresponds in D  =  10 to 
X=--~Do~,  ~=  FllDqb.  (5.15) 
Thus,  the  D-0-brane  action  is  invariant  under  the  K-symmetry  transformations  given 
above in a  general background of massless  IIA supergravity, since it is the massless  IIA 
theory that  is  obtained  from D  =  11,  but the result  can  be immediately  generalized  to 
allow  for massive  IIA backgrounds.  First,  one must include the  'CS' term  in the D-0- 
---+ C(X) +mV,  brane action (so C (j)  where m is the IIA mass parameter).  One then need 
only impose  the  same  superspace  constraints  as  before but allow for the m-dependent 
modifications of the R-R field strengths; specifically,  R (2)  should now include the term 
mB. 
6.  The super D-2-brane  from D  =  11 
We turn now to the derivation of the super D-2-brane action and its K-transformations 
from  D  =  11.  We  again  use  hats  to distinguish  D  =  11  quantities  from their  D  =  10 
counterparts.  The D  =  11  supermembrane  action has the Lagrangian  [ 5 ] 158  E. Bergshoeff, P.K. Townsend~Nuclear Physics B 490 (1997) 145-162 
1  i.k ^  1 
L  =  det~ij  -  2 b +  ~e.i  Aijk.  (6.1) 
We shall  use the same KK ansatz as in the previous section,  which yields 
/~ =  e-l~E~/, 
p~l = e~,~ (Oiy +  Ci)  (6.2) 
and hence 
~ij = e -~  [gij +  e2~ ( Oiy +  Ci) ( Ojy +  Cj ) ] .  (6.3) 
In addition, 
1  i'k  ^  1  i:k  1 B 
-~e J Aijk = -~J  Aijk "q- -~  ijOkY.  (6.4) 
It will prove convenient  to introduce the  1-form field strength 
Y  = dy +  C,  (6.5) 
which has the Bianchi  identity 
dY :-  K,  (6.6) 
where  K  _---- R ~2) = dC.  We shall  also need the identity for 3  x  3  matrices 
det(g(i +  e24'Y/Y./) ~  (detg) [1 +  e2~lYI 2]  ,  (6.7) 
where  IYI z  is shorthand  for giJyiYj. 
We  can  now rewrite  the  D  =  11  supermembrane  Lagrangian  in  the KK background 
as 
L=le-24'(detg)[1  +  e24'ly[ 2]  -  I b 
1  i=k  1  i1, 
+_~s  (aijk -- 3BijCk)  +  ~J  BijYk.  (6.8) 
The  strategy  will now  be to replace  the  scalar  y  by its dual,  a  1-form gauge potential. 
To  this  end  we  promote  the  field  strength  Y to  the  status  of an  independent  variable, 
which  we can do provided that we add to the action a  Lagrange multiplier term for the 
Bianchi  identity  (6.6),  i.e.  a  term proportional  to  V A (dY -  K),  where  V is a  1-form 
Lagrange multiplier field. Integrating by parts,  we see that this is equivalent to 
1  ik  LLm = ---~e J  Fij(Y -  C)k 
= --2~ijk[.~'ij(Y -- C)k -b nij(Y -  C)k]  ,  (6.9) 
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Adding LLM to the Lagrangian of (6.8)  we arrive at the new, dual, Lagrangian 
1  i'k  1 
L =  e-2~(detg)  -  2 0 +  ~e j  (Aijk +  3~/jCk) 
1  ½eiJk~.jY~.  + ~-~ (det g)IY[ 2 -  (6.10) 
The one-form Y is now an auxiliary field which may be eliminated by its field equation 
^ 
yi _  2 ~et g e'jk ~jk "  (6.11 ) 
Back substitution then yields 
L  =  e-2~(detg)  -  ~v(detg) [ 1 +  [~'12]  +  Lwz,  (6.12) 
where 
Lwz =  le(ik ( Aijk +  3~ijCk )  (6.13) 
6 
If'[  2 ~  g(igkt~'ik.T'jl.  (6.14) 
We now use the further identity for 3 ×  3 matrices 
(detg)  1 +  ~1~-I 2  -  det(g+~'),  (6.15) 
and define the new world-volume density 
v =  -  (0)-1 e-2~ detg,  (6.16) 
to rewrite  (6.12)  as 
1  2  1 
L =  --e-  ~ det(g +  .~') -  ~v +  Lwz.  (6.17) 
2v 
This new D  =  10 supermembrane Lagrangian is in a form similar to that with which we 
started  in  D  -- 11. If v  is now eliminated  by its Euler-Lagrange equation we obtain  the 
equivalent Lagrangian 
L =  -e-~v/det(g  +  ~') +  Lwz,  (6.18) 
for which the corresponding action is 
z = ,o.,  +  f[A  +  f  A C].  (6.19) 
This  is precisely the super D-2-brane action given previously with C (2) = A  and C (1)  = 
C. 
As  shown  in  [6],  the  K-symmetry  variations  of Z M  and  V  that  leave  this  action 
invariant can also be deduced from its D  =  11 origin. The K-variation of Z M is encoded 
in the D  =  11  supermembrane  K-variation 160 
&~" =  [~:(1  +?)]4, 
where P  is the matrix 
6~  "~  "-', "-'.l"-'k  abe" 
When expressed in terms of D  =  10 variables this becomes 
=  v/deft 1 +  X) I'~o)  -  lyiJxijPll,  /, 
where 
1 
I'~o)  =  6x/-det  g 8ijkyijk " 
Note that P  has the properties required for K-invariance, i.e. 
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(6.20) 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
if2 =  1,  trP = 0.  (6.24) 
The  K-symmetry variation of V,  and  hence  of 5  r,  can  be deduced  from D  =  11  as 
follows. The variation of Y in  (6.10)  is determined in terms of the variations 6~Z M via 
its definition  (6.5);  so as  long as  Y satisfies its Bianchi  identity dY  =  K  the action  L 
is  K-invariant. It then follows, when  Y is taken to be an independent  variable, that the 
K-variation of L must have  (dY -  K)  as a factor. Since dY -  K  is itself K-invariant, the 
K-invariance of L  is ensured  by an  appropriate variation of the Lagrange multiplier V. 
Now, the Bianchi identity dY = K  was needed for K-invariance of L  only to justify the 
neglect of a  term arising after integration by parts in one term of 6~Lwz.  This term is 
easily isolated: 
8~L =  ~ t~ijk  c~EA EB BBA ( 2OjYk -- Kjk )  •  (6.25) 
This variation of L may be cancelled in GL  by the variation 
~,~V = ~KEA Efl BBA .  (6.26) 
Together with the variation of B, given in  (3.11)  for general variations ~E  A, this allows 
us to determine the K-variation of Or =  dV -  B. The result is 
8K~" = -- 2 EA EB 6~Ec HCBA .  (6.27) 
Observe  that  the  variation  of  V  has  simply  removed  the  total  derivative term  in  the 
variation of B  -  dV.  As we saw  earlier,  this result generalizes to all p.  We have now 
recovered the results obtained earlier for the D-2-brane action, but without the restriction 
to bosonic backgrounds, so the  K-symmetry transformations derived earlier are equally 
valid in a  general background. We expect that this is equally true for all p. 
A  curious  feature  of  the  above  results  is  that  the  matrix  /~  appearing  in  the  K- 
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of  the  matrix  F  appearing  earlier  in  our  discussion  of the  K-transformations of  the 
general D-p-brane action. Thus there are two matrices satisfying the conditions needed 
to establish K-symmetry! In fact, these two matrices are related as follows: 
1 
(1  +F)  =  F~0)(1  +F).  (6.28) 
x/det( l  +  X) 
Thus, a  spinor annihilated by ( 1 +  F)  is also annihilated by ( 1 +  P),  and vice versa. 
7.  Conclusions 
We have presented the super D-p-brane action  for all p  ~  9  in general  supergravity 
backgrounds, including massive supergravity backgrounds in the IIA case. We have also 
presented  the  full  K-symmetry transformations. We have fully verified K-invariance for 
bosonic backgrounds for p  ~  6, and general backgrounds for p  = 0, 2.  The calculations 
required for verification of K-symmetry of the D-p-brane action are embedded in those 
required for verification of K-symmetry of the D-(p +  1 )-brane, so our results for p  ~< 6 
also  provide a  partial  verification of K-symmetry for the  remaining p  )  7  cases.  We 
have no doubt that K-symmetry also holds in these cases. 
We  have  also  shown  in  detail  how  the p  =  0  and  p  =  2  actions  follow from  the 
massless  superparticle  and  supermembrane  actions  in  D  =  1 l.  It is  believed  that  the 
D-4-brane action should similarly be derivable from the M-theory super-fivebrane action 
[6],  but the latter is not yet known. We hope that the results of this paper will provide 
some clues to the solution of this outstanding problem. 
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Note added 
Upon  completion of this  work a  paper appeared  [21]  with  similar results  to  those 
obtained  here.  These  authors  have  established  K-symmetry for  general  backgrounds 
involving fermions but  did  not consider massive IIA backgrounds,  nor the relation  of 
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